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Abstract--We consider the problem of determining the Barrier in a pursuit~evasion game involving two 
objectives in which the evader seeks to reach his own safety zone before capture by the pursuer, and the 
pursuer seeks capture whilst avoiding the evader's safety zone. The boundaries ofthe two winning regions 
are determined and are shown to be semi-barriers for the players using the Liapunov method. The 
intersection of the semi-barriers is shown to be non-empty and is the barrier for the problem. The concept 
of Isaac's barrier is thus extended to the game which involves two targets associated with two objectives 
for each player. 
This approach isdifficult from the standard approach which considers determination f the barrier in 
a one sided problem, either from the pursuer's or evader's viewpoint. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We examine the problem of  determining the barr ier in what may be called a two sided extension 
of the pursuit--evasion case study used as an example in the analysis of the two target differential 
game discussed by Get~Le i tmann [1] and Stonier [2]. 
In [1] and [2] the analysis was one sided in that it considered the objective of  the evader, seeking 
to reach a safety zone before being captured by the pursuer. A winning region was established 
wherefrom the evader attains his task no matter  what the pursuer may do. 
We extend this analysis to include simultaneously the pursuer's  objective which is to attempt o 
capture the evader whilst avoiding the evader's afety zone. Correspondingly,  using the analysis 
in [1], we find the winning region for the pursuer to achieve his task against all strategies of  the 
evader. 
The boundar ies of  these winning regions will be shown to be what we call semi-barriers in 
the game by using L iapunov sufficient condit ions. The concept of  semi-barr ier in relation to 
semi-games in a differential game is more fully developed in [5]. 
In conclusion, we show the non-empty intersection of  these semi-barriers i the semi-permeable 
set called the Barrier in the sense of  Isaacs [3]. 
2. GENERAL PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We start by outl ining the general problem statement for a two person differential game with two 
targets. 
Let the state of  the system at each instant of  time t e R ~ (the real line) be described by the vector 
x e D where D is an open domain in R". The state evolves as a trajectory of  the generalized 
dynamical  system 
.,~'(t ) e F[x( t  ), t] (1) 
where 
F: D × RI ~(R" ) ,  
the set of  non-empty subsets of  R", specified below. 
The system is under the control  of  two players, designated as 1 and 2, for which we consider 
two prescribed sets pi, i = 1,2, of  set valued functions of  x and t and two sets 
U i ~ R di 
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defined as the players' control sets, such that the elements of  P* are the ith player's admissible 
feedback controls (strategies), 
p': D x Ri-+.~(Ui),  i=1 ,2 .  
State- and t ime-dependent constraints, for example, 
U~=U~(x , t )  
may be incorporated. 
Now, let there be a given function 
f :  D × U~× U2--+R"; 
and, for given p,•p i ,  i = 1,2, define 
F:  D × Rt - -+R " 
by 
For a given 
F(x, t) = Iz =.f(x, u I, u-'l; u i•pi( .v,  t)} =f[x ,  pl(.v, t),pe(.v, t)]. 
( .%,t , ) )•D × R 
the solution of (I) is a function 
x: [lo, t:]--+ D, with x(t(,)=.vo, 
i.e. absolutely continuous on all compact subintervals of [to, t/.] and satisfies 
.i(t) s. l . Ix (~), p '[.v(t), l ] , /F[x(t  ), t]}, (2) 
almost everywhere on [10, t:]. 
The control functions of the players have been assumed set-valued to allow for admissible 
discontinuous ingle-valued feedback control functions. 
The strategies p ' ,  i = 1,2, are called admissible if and only if, for all p ie  pi, i = 1,2, and all 
(x,), to) • D x R ~, there is at least one solution of (2). Condit ions assuring the existence of a solution 
at (.v(). to), namely, conditions on F, are given in Ref. [1]; also, see Ref. [4]. 
We shall also assume that equation (2) satisfies a linear growth condition to ensure that no 
solution obtained under the action of admissible controls of the players within D has afinite escape 
time. 
The objectives of the players 1 and 2 will be designated by O~ and O:. In this paper we shall 
be concerned with teachability of a designated target set for the given objective. We let .Y-'j and 
.Y-" be the target sets associated with objective Oi, i = l, 2. These sets are prescribed closed subsets 
of D. 
Player i's objective O, shall be to seek first teachability of the target set .Y-'). The definition of 
first reachability lk)llows. 
Ddinitirm 2. I 
The set ,~-I I shall be called.brsl rcachat~/e by player 1 from (x0, t0)• [D\(,5-1UJ-~)] x R I if and 
only if there is an admissible strategy t)~ for which, to each solution of .v with .v(t,)=.v(), there 
is a l, > t,, for which 
.('(t ) c; F[.v(/): p '] = /,./'(~x(l ), p ~[x(t ), t], pe[.v(t ), t]}.; p-~ • pe > (3) 
almost everywhere on [6), t:], such thai 
(i) .v(t~ ) ~ .~-l: 
(i i)_v(t)~ D and .v(t)e.~-~. for all [t(,, t/]. 
Sufficient conditions on .f and P-~ such that the mentioned solutions exist are assumed. 
The strategy p '  in the above definition will be called a winning strategy for player 1. 
Similar definitions apply for first reachabifity by player 2. 
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Definition 2.2 
A set I4I,. c D\(~--{ UY-~) will be called the winning zone for player i if there is a winning strategy 
pi for all (x0, t0)e Wi x R t, i = 1,2. 
The following theorem given in Ref. [1] (and modified in [2]) determine sufficient conditions for 
a set to be a winning zone for player 1. It is presented here for reference as we shall use it to deduce 
the winning zone for the pursuer in the pursuit-evasion example. 
Theorem 2. I 
I f  there exist a quadruple { g I ( ' ) ,  V2( . ) ,  k~, k 2 }, a strategy/~ (.) e p l and a function/5 ~( .): D--, 
all non-empty subsets of  U ~, such that 
(i) ill(x, t) = f i ' (x)V(x,  t )e  D x R',  
(ii) Vx e W,(V~, ~,k~,k : )  and Vu t eff~(x), 
supVV I (x ) f (x ,  u I, u 2) ~< --k l ,  inf VV2f(x,  u I , u 2) >~ -k2 ,  
u2eU 2 u2eU 2 
(iii) D is an invariant set of  (3) with p~(.)  =p~( . )  and all p2(. )eP2,  or else D = R", then 
W, (VL, I/2, kl, k2) is a winning zone for player 1. 
In this theorem, {V~(-), V2('), kl ,k2} is an a priori chosen quadruple where V~(.): D---,R t, 
i = !, 2, are C '  functions for which there exist constants C~ and C2 such that 
and 
(i) j~t ~ A,~ {x eD;  V,(x)<~ C,}, 
(ii) ~--{ ~ A2A__ {x ~ D; Vz(x ) ~< C2 }, 
(iii) k~ > 0, k 2 a re  scalar constants. 
The region W~ is defined by 
Ve,( V,, V:, k,, k2) A~'x e D \ ( J I  UA2) ;  
L 
kl k, } 
> 
v, (x) - c, v~(~ c: 
3. PURSUIT -EVASION EXAMPLE,  WINNING ZONES 
Example 1 
We consider the pursuit-evasion game between the inertialess objects P (pursuer player 1) and 
E (evader- -p layer  2) with constant speeds vp and VE respectively: 
The equations of motion are (see Fig. 1) 
k = VE COS (CO + 0E ), 
0 = vE sin (~ + 0E)/R, 
t: ~-VpCOSOp--t' EcOS0 E, 
0 = (% sin 0e - vE sin 0~: )/r. 
In Refs [1] and [2] the target sets of E and P were taken respectively as 
.Y--~ = {(R, O, r, 0) 6 R4; R ~< PE = constant > 0}, 
,Y-~ = {(R, O, r, 0) ~ R4: r ~< pp = constant > 0}, 
and it was the object of the evader O~ to choose the values of 0 E so that he reaches .Y-~, R = pt.:, 
before he is intercepted, r = Pc, no matter how the pursuer P chooses the values of 0p- 
It was found that the largest winning zone W2 for the evader was determined by the inequality 
r - pp > (vF. + vp)(R - p~)/vE, (4) 
and the escape strategy given by cos(e + 0E) = - 1. 
Consider now the role of the pursuer P with objective O~, to choose the values of 0p so that he 
reaches a capture zone about the evader of radius pp whilst avoiding a safety zone of the evader 
of radius pr. about O no matter how the evader chooses the values of 0E. 
( AMWA I~1.~ l) 
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Fig. 1. Pursuit evasion. 
Inertial 
reference 
The geometry and analysis is made easier by redefining the coordinate system as shown in the 
diagram; interchanging the positions of evader and pursuer does not change the result as long as 
the relevant connection between coordinates is realized. 
The system equations become 
E} = VpSin(~ + Op)/R 
t:----t' ECOSO t - -vpCOSOp 
0 = (t'E sin Ot~ -- % sin 0(, )/r. 
We take player I as the pursuer, player 2 as the evader, and target sets 
,Y-I = {(R, O, r, O) ~ e4; r ~< pp} 
,/7 I, = {(R,  O,  r,O)@ R4; R <~PE}" 
To apply Theorem 1. let 
I" t=r  and V~=R, A,=.7,, i=  1,2 and ('~=pp, C2=pF. 
VE ~ 8 / 
" 
I /  ;/E 
a:8 -® 
O 
Fig. 2. Alternate coordinates. 
Reference o×is 
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Condition (ii) yields the following equations: 
sup (rE COS 0E -- Vp COS 0p) ~< --kl 
0E 
U E - -  UpCOS 0p ~ -k~ < 0, 
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(5) 
inf Vp cos (ct + 0p) >/ - k 2 
0E 
Vp cos (ct + 0p) >~ - k:. 
The region W~(V~, V2, kt, k2) is defined by 
k~ 
R - -  PE > 7 -z (r - pp). 
Now condition (5) implies 
V E kL 
V2_ l  ~<- - - -cos0p<~- - - -<0.  
Up Up Up 
(6) 
(7) 
This inequality imposes the restriction 
Up> UE, 
that the speed of the pursuer must be greater than the speed of the evader. Furthermore,  it is 
satisfied if 
Vp( l  - -  B) 
k I -  for 6e[0 ,~)  
1+6 
where B = UE/U p < l. 
We also observe 
cos Op > vE/vp. (8) 
For a given k~, the region W~ is maximized by choosing the smallest k2 such that condition (6) is 
met for all possible ~. 
Now 
k2 ~> -VpCOS(~ + 0p). 
The largest value of -vocos(~ + 0p) is Vp so we select k2 = vp. Therefore, 
k 2 Vp(1 + 6) 
k I (Vp - VE ) 
The winning region is maximized by taking 6 = O. It is defined by 
vp (r - pE) 
R - -pE> 
Vp - -  U E 
provided the condition Vp > VE is satisfied. 
With 6 = 0, k t - - t¥ -  v E which is obtained when cos 0p = I. This is the winning strategy of the 
pursuer. He heads always toward the evader along the line of sight. 
As this inequality is not dependent on 0 and O in terms of the original coordinate system, it 
has the tbrm 
Vp (r - PE ) 
L --pE > 
Up - -  U E 
4, SEMI -BARRIERS,  SEMI -PERMEABLE SETS, BARRIER 
We shall use the concept of a semi-barrier to introduce the concepts of semi-permeable s ts and 
barrier discussed by Isaacs [3]. 
With reference to our general formation, we make the following definition of semi-barrier. We 
assume that the winning regions W, and W: for the players are non-void. 
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Definition 4. I 
A non-empty set SB~ ~ D will be called a semi-barrier for player i if 
(i) it divides D into two disjoint sets z~, A~ with W, ~ Ai, and 
(ii) for all (x0, to)e SBi x R t there exists an admissible strategy pJ~ P' (j  ¢ i) such that for all 
pg~ P~ every solution of  the initial value problem 
.('(t) e F[x(t); p'] with x(t,)) = .% 
has the property x(t) ¢ At for all t /> t(). 
Clearly, if semi-barriers exist for the game then SB~ • D". W~ and they are not necessarily unique. 
Such semi-barriers play the role of the safety zone that arise in the games of avoidance [4]. 
To determine whether a given set is a semi-barrier, we have the following sufficiency theorem. 
It is essentially a theorem on avoidance. 
Theorem 4.1 
A set ~ partit ioning D into two disjoint sets Ai and z~ i with W, c A i is a semi-barrier for player i 
if there is a <g~ function Vi: D × RI~R ~ and a strategy/~/e PJ such that for all (x, t )eA ,  x R ~ we 
have 
(i) V,(x, t) < V,(z, t) for all z e,c-f, t ~ R ~, and 
(ii) for each tTJe/~J(x, t) 
- -+VV~(x , t ) . f (x , t ,u~,g ' )>~O ¥u '~U ~, t >~to, i¢ j .  
at 
Proo/i The proof  is straightforward. Suppose at (x, to)~ .~ x R ~ there is a strategy p~ such that 
a solution to the initial value problem 
.~(t) ~ F[x(t) ,  p~(x, t)]. .\-(t~, ) = _%, 
enters A,. That is, there is a time t~ > t~j such that 
.v(t~ ) c A~. 
Now from condition (ii), 
V~[x(t,), t,] > V,[x(t,,), to]. 
This contradicts the inequality in (i) and we conclude that there is a strategy p' for which condition 
(ii) of  Definition 4.1 is fulfilled. 
Example 2 
Continuing with the game described in Example 1, we shall show that the boundaries of the 
winning zones W~ and W2 are semi-barriers for the evader and pursuer, respectively. 
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~? IV,_ is a semi-barrier for the pursuer 
OW2={(R,O,r ,O) ;  r - -pw=(VE+rp)(R- -pE) /VE}.  
It is clear from the opposing objectives of  the pursuer that W~ and W2 are disjoint sets, moreover,  
they are both open sets in R 4. 
Take A~ = W~ and ~ = W 2. We take the L iapunov function V~: R4~ R l defined by 
VI(R, O, r, O) =- 1 + r - pf~ - (v~: + I ' p ) (R  - -  pE)//~!E. 
Clearly, 
Now 
VI (R ,O , r ,O)=I  for (R ,O , r ,O)~SW2,  
V l (R ,O , r ,O)<l  for (R ,O , r ,O)6A I. 
V V~. f = - ( rE  + Vp)COS (7 + 0E) + (vp cos 0p - vE cos 0E). 
If the strategy p2 for the evader is given by 
cos(~ + OE) = - I, 
we have 
V Vt " f=  vE + vp + vp cos 0p - vv. cos 0 E = v E (1 - cos 0E) + / )p( l  -+- COS 0p)  ~ 0 
for all 0p. 
The condit ions of  the theorem are satisfied for V~ is clearly W~, so O W 2 is a semi-barr ier SB~ for 
player 1. 
8 WI is a semi-barrier Jor player 2 
The analysis here is essentially the same if we change to the alternate coordinates reference in 
Fig. 2. It is assumed vv > rE. Here 
{ V~(r - -pE)}"  0WI = (R, O, r, 0); R - -  PE - -  /)P - -  /')E 
We take A2 = Wt and ~ = W2, and the L iapunov function V2: R4~R ~ defined by 
Up 
V2(R, 6), r, O) = 1 + R - PF (r - PE), 
Up - -  V E 
Clearly, 
V2(R,O, r ,O)= I for (R ,O , r ,O)e3Wl ,  
V2(R ,O, r ,O)<I  for (R ,O , r ,O)~W2.  
V V2"f = Vp cos (~t + Op) Vp (rE COS OE -- Vp COS Op). 
Up - -  U E 
Now suppose player 1 plays the strategy p~ given by 
cos(~ + 0p) = + I. 
Then 
V V~.f = [~,p(t,p - rE) - zyv~ cos O~ + v~, cos Op]/(vp - rE). 
From our analysis of  the winning region of the pursuer, we know that vp > VE and 0p is restricted 
by the inequality (8), 
This implies 
for all 0 e. 
cos Op > vE/vp. 
VV: . f  > [~p(vp - r~) + v~,v~(l - cos O0]/(Vp - rE) > 0 
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The condit ions of  the theorem are satisfied for ~ is clearly ~ ' ,  so ? W~ is a semi-barr ier SB, for 
player 2. 
Suppose that for the game two semi-barriers SB~ and SB~ exist in D and that their intersection 
I = SB~ A SB 2 is a non-empty set. 
We then know that there exist sets A and ~ such that for 
(Xo, to )e l  x R, 
(i) there exists p - 'e  p2 such that for all p~e P~ every solution of  the initial value problem 
2( t )eF(x , t ;p  2) with x ( t0 )=x0 
has the property  x(t )  ¢ A for all t ~> to, and 
(ii) there exists p ie  p l  such that for all p2e p2 every solution of the initial value problem 
2( t )eF(x , t ;p  t) with x( to )=xo 
has the property  x(t )  ¢ 7~ for all t >~ t,. 
For  such a set there is a possibi l i ty of  preventing penetrat ion across from A to A and vice versa. 
Fol lowing Isaacs [3], we define such a set to be semi-permeabh,. 
We are interested in that semi-permeable s t which separates the winnng zones of  the players, 
called the barrier. 
Example 3 
In our Example 1, the barr ier B is established by the two boundaries (?W~ and dW~. 
B = (?Wj N~?W, 
for it satisfies the definition of  semi-permeabi l i ty with 
A= W I and A= W2, 
provided of  course such a set is non-empty for given 
PE, Pp, rE, t.~p (Fp > l, E ). 
Thus 
where 
Vp _ and B= (R,O,r ,O) :  L - -PE - -Vp_V  E (r PP)  
v E + t:p (R 
r = pp - -- PE) 
) 
L 2 = R 2 + r 2 + 2rR cos(0 - q~) = R 2 + r 2 Jr- 2rR cos(a) ,  
The fol lowing argument shows B is a non-empty set. Writ ing 
L =ar  +b 
R =Ar+B 
(~ =0 -4 ) ) .  
t'p t'p pp 
a -- b = PE 
Up - -  /fiE Up - -  U E 
VE VE Pp 
A - B = PE 
Up "-~ U E Up + ll E 
and substituting into (9), we find 
[a 2 - 1 - A 2 - 2A cos 7]r 2 + [2ab - 2AB -- 2B coscz]r + b 2 - B 2 = 0 
A value for r in equation (10) is obtainable if 
N=B 2cos-'~ +2b[Ab-aB]cos~+[Ab-aB]  2+(b 2-B  2)~>0. 
(9) 
(10) 
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Examining N we see that when cos ct = 1 (ct = 0), 
N = [Ab - aB  + b] ~- >1 O, (11) 
and when cos e = 1 (~t = rr), 
N = [Ab - aB  - h i  2 >~ O. (12) 
From equations (11) and (12) we deduce that, even if for values of cos ~ between I and I, 
N becomes negative, there must still remain a non-empty set of  7 for which N ) 0 and hencc a 
solution for r from equation (10). 
This shows that the intersection of  the two boundaries is non-empty. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The procedure we have used here is to determine and verify semi-barriers for the players. Clearly 
this is a trial and error method and made easy if, as we were able in the example, we can verify 
that the boundary of  a winning region is a semi-barrier. It necessitates a knowledge of the winning 
regions which we can obtain from Theorem 2.1, and it is not the constructive approach to determine 
the barrier as given by Isaacs. 
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